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hello, emma. my congratulations for this entry in
your blog. i totally agree with you, but i would
like to make a couple of remarks. for a novel
translator not used to cat tools, the investment is
hard. yes, it is the best investment to do in our
professional life, but it is hard to afford when
there are few projects, and several clients
demand each a different tool. i do remember
that, few years ago, studio did not have its lite
annual program and the trial versions were
capped and they did not last 30-45 days.
nowadays, the software providers are aware of
this issue and do provide extended length full
trial versions. i can understand a translator in
his/her beginnings using a pirate soft. for purpose
of trial or even in a couple of projects. i dont
know, but i think this is the first time i have heard
of trados having any sort of trouble with license
expirations. i think it is just as well that there are
people who actually care about software
development and the open source community.
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after all, that is what both trados and open
source are about. my belief is that this is just the
first of many developments in the new trados
studio 2014. i would suggest you buy trados
studio 2013 then upgrade it to the full version of
trados studio 2014. it is very easy to do. just
press the windows logo key, and then click on the
programs folder and select trados studio. this will
open a window with the old version of trados
studio. select upgrade to trados studio 2014 and
follow the instructions. once you have upgraded,
you should be able to get the version you are
interested in. if not, please email support at
support.trados.com and ask for help.
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trados is quite feature rich (and i mean the word
quite seriously, some pretty nice features are

missing from the free version), but theres a lot of
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bloat which means it can take a long time to
work. it is also very temperamental and crashes
alot, although i have seen people say that it has
improved. i would say that if you really want to
get good use out of trados, you need to spend
the time learning it. you will find that once you

have been trained for a while, you will be able to
use the program much more effectively. so,

although it is a bit sad that sdl software doesnt
use some kind of licence protection, i can

understand why it is the way that it is. they just
sell a computer programme, after all. besides,
they do provide a free demo. this is what will
catch most people. if you like the demo, then

youll end up paying for the full version. however,
for those who are interested in this matter, there
are multiple options available. first of all, even if
you have a licence, you can always download the

full version (dont worry, they dont send you a
registration code or anything, all you need to do
is to check the product page of the website and
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download it, no matter where you are). if you do
not have a licence, you can always go to a site

like and pay a small fee to download a free trial.
on this site, you can also read the experience of
others, and you will often find out that there is a
more expensive, better, more reliable solution.
on the whole, this is a good update. i am sure

that studio 2014 will certainly be the best tool for
windows users. and if you are a translator, this is
definitely worth the money and this is definitely

worth the money (no matter how much you
spend on other components). i just wish that the
update would have come out on a less hectic day

than sunday afternoon, since the updater
required the system to be restarted and then i

had to wait a while. 5ec8ef588b
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